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NU'r sing Courses
Offered This Fall
SOURCE: OPI
A pre·nursing curriculum
directed by the University of
Missouri-Columbia's School of
Nursing and the University of
Missouri-Rolla's life sciences
department will begin in August
atUMR.
Students wishing to pursue a
career in nursing may take the
first two years of the four-year
program on the Rolla campus,
then transfer to UMC to complete their studies. All but one
course in the first.two years will
be courses already taught at
UMR by the arts and sciences
faculty . A sophomore nursing
course will be taught by UMC
faculty commuting to Rolla.
The bachelor'of science degree
in nursing will be awarded by

STUCO .
OHicers
The following is a list of
Student Council Officers for
next semester:
Student Council
Election Results
(Elected on Tuesday, March
27 at Stuco meeting.)
President: Dale McHenry
Vice-president: Rich Louis
Executi ve Comm itteem an:
Terry Yotter
Treasurer: Tim Fusselman
Secretary: Martha Heinze

UMC to those who complete the
program.
The cooperative curriculum
grew from a need expressed by
health care officials in South
Central
Missouri
for
educational opportunities close
to .homes of potential nursing
students.
A 1977 UMC survey of high
school juniors and seniors in the
region revealed that 57 percent
of the respondents were interested in nursing education.
Seventy-five percent of those
interested said they would
practice in the south central
region upon completion of their.
degrees.
"OUI nursing faculty is
pleased with the curriculum in
the liberal arts and sciences at
Rolla,"
UMC
Chancellor
Barbara Uehling said. "We will
need to teach only one additional course during the
sophomore year. "
UMR Chancellor Joseph M.
Marchello
terms
the
cooperative venture "another
excellent example of what can
be achieved between campuses
of the University system · and
how that cooperation benefits
our students and the state."
Further information on the
cooperative nursing program
may be obtained by contacting
Dr. Roger Brown, assistant
professor of life sciences at
UM R, or Gladys Courtney, dean
of the UMC School of Nursing.
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April Fool's Issue,

~

Turn To Page 16 And;
Turn Upside Down.

.. A Lazy Afterno~n" w~s. taken by Ernie Gutierrez, Universi~ of Missouri-Rolli
photographer. Gutierrez IS Instructor for a non-credit course in elementary photography
offered by UMR March 27-May 15.

APO Fifth Annual

.Supervvalk On'Sunday
The APO - March of Dimes
SUPERWALK '79 is fast approaching.
This
year's
walkathon, Rolla's fifth annual,
will be on Sunday, April 1st and
will cover 20 kilometers.
Registrations will be at
Schuman Park between 10 a.m.
and l.p.m.
The way Superwalk operates
is on a Sponsorship basis. All
walkers seek pledges of
amounts per kilometer and the
proceeds go to our Rolla area
March of Dimes chapter to help
fight birth defects and to run
informational programs. in
Rolla.
Alpha Phi Omega would like
to encourage all school groups,
teachers and UMR students to
support Superwalk. In the past,
university participation has
been minimal, but this year, a
half-barrel will be awarded to
the campus organization that
collects the most money . In
addition, there are other prizes
and trophies available to those
persons and groups who walk,
including a IO-speed bicycle.

Ex-President Ford Speaks Tonight
A t The Gale Bullman Multipurpose
Building Tonight A t 8:00

Sponsor sheets can be obtained mile with over 100 dollars of
at the candy counter in the sponsorship for that mile. To
student union.
sponsor Chancellor Marchello
Another way that students, and others, call the TKE House
gr.oups and fa culty can help is at 364-BllS or call Superwalk
by . sponsoring
Chancellor Headquarters at 364·5771.
Joseph Marchel!o in our
We 're setting high goals and
Superwalk "Century Mile." The we'd like to see a donation or a
chancellor, Mayor Lou Mc· walker representative from
Farland and other Rolla every organization. So come on
dignitaries will be walking one UMR,Iet's do it! !
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Schedule of Events
Thursday
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM
J.B . Stephenson, research chemist, Rolla Metallurgy
Research Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, will present a
physics colloquium Thursday, March 29, 4 p.m ., Physics t04.
His subject is " Chemical Vapor Deposition of Wear and
Corrosion Resis!ant Coatings." Coffee will be served at 3:40
p.m.

Film Series:
Lacomb, Lucien
Thursday ME Auditorium
A non-credit course entitled "Fourteen Great Films" will
be offered this spring on Thursday evenings, 7:30 p.m., in

Miles Auditorium of the Mecbanlcal Engineering Building.
Those attending view the IiIms; then participate in a
discussion following the movie. The course is open to the
public. Fee Is $10 per person for the series. or $2 per person
for Indlvlduallilms.
Mar. 29 - . "Lacomb, Lucien" directed by Louis
Malle, who al~ made "Pretty Baby."

Friday
The Missouri Academy of Science will be holding its annual
meeting at Lincoln University in Jefferson City on April 27
and 28. The Association of Graduate Students is willing to
provide transportation if there is enough interest.
If you are planning to attend the meeting and would like to
use A.G.S. sponsored transportation, please contact your
department representative to the A.G.S or call Howard
Brooks, ext. 4783 by March 30.

Saturday
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CIRCLEK

The Student Union Board is sponsoring a float trip on the
scenic Current River on Saturday, March 31. The float will
run from Akers Ferry to Pulltite Campground . Come over to
the On-the-Loo~ Building 'at T-9 on State SI. for more inio.
and to sl2n uP.

Circle K meeting Wednesday , April 4 at 7:30 at Beta Sigma
PSi, No.2 Fraternity Dr. All members are urged to attend .
Guest speaker will be Mayor McFarland.

RUGGER PARTY

There will be a party Saturday night, March :1I at the Ar·
mory lor the rugby players in SMIIRT and for students of
UMR. The cost is $2 for all you can drink . The party starts at
8:00.

OMEGA CHI EPSILON
There will be a short 5 minute meeting for all those planning on going to the initiation banquet and-or outing this
weekend . The meeting will be held Wednesday at 4:30 in
room 125 Chern . E. It's important that you be there.

Monday

NoDay

AGS
The Association of Graduate Students will hold a business
meeting this Monday, April 2, 1979. It wiil meet at 7:30 p.m. in
the Meramac Room. Refreshments will be provided. We will
be looking for yOU there!
'

Tuesday
S.II.E.

The Society of Mining Engineers will have a meeting
Tuesday, April 3, at 7:30 p.m., Room t07, Mining Building.
The speaker will be Dr. Scott, and the topic is: Scott -split Set
Friction Stabilizer.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
The UMR Christian Science Org meets this Tuesday
evening at 6:30 in the church building located at the SE
corner of 7th and State Streets . Everyone is invited to our
half-hour meeting in which we share inspirational thoughts
and experiences of applying Christian Science to daily
student life. In addition, a short 16mm film entitled " Youth
and Church Need Each Other" will be shown . Please feel
welcome to attend our meeting .

TAU BETA PI PLAQUE SIGNING

ATI'ENTION ALL GRADUATESTUDENTS

Thursday, March 29,1979

Tau Beta Pi plaque signing will be Tuesday, April 3 at 7:00
at Tech Engine. All actives and pledges are encouraged to
attend. Yearbook pictures will be taken .

EIT REVIEW SESSIONS
Once again members of the facuity have volunteered their
services to review various areas covered in the Engineer in
Training (EIT) Examination to be given Saturday, April 7.
Sessions are held from 7 to 10 p.m. as follows :
Thurs ., March 29, CE Aud., Statics and Dynamics - Dr.
Hornsey
Tues ., April 3, ME Aud., Heat Power and ME - Dr. Sauer
Wed., April4, ME Aud., Strength of Materials - Dr. Parry
Thurs., AprilS, CE Aud., Mathematics - Dr. Kern

IIINER OF THE MONTH
Applications for March may be picked up athe Candy
Counter. Applications should be returned to IStuekey, student
Personnel or the Candy Counter by April 16th. If you have
any questions contact Pat Thompson . at 364·4841.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Come by and pick up a FREE copy of '"The Christian
Science Monitor, " an award winning daily newspaper that
objectively covers the national and international news for the
world, at our table near the hockey puck on campus. Those
interested may inquire about the UMR Christian Science
Org's purpose and obtain other free related literature.

ATTENTION - INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Wednesday
FILM SHOWING
There will be a showing of " The Gospel According to SI.
Matthew" in Miles Auditorium (ME) on Wednesday, March
28 at 8: IS. This controversiallilm was directed by the Italian
Communist Pasolini and it should stimulate some vigorous
discussion .

OMEGA CHI EPSILON

WESLEY

Don't forget about Omega Chi Epsilon's project and outing
on March 31. Meet at 9:30 in the grad study room . The project
should take less than an hour and the outing will be at Lions
Club Park starting about noon.

On Wednesday, March 28 at 6:00 P.M ., Gordon Lewis and
Clayton Smith will speak on " Christian View on Suicide " at
the Wesley Foundation, corner of 8th and Main.

Any international student with the F·I or J-t visa seeking
permiSSion for a summer 1979 work permit should pick up the
form from Mr. Moss in Student Personnel as soon as possible.
Work reQ'Jests will be mailed to Immigration and
Naturalization in SI. Louis. Missouri early in April.
Basic rules followed by the immigration office are:
(a) Work permits are not generally given until a person has
successfully completed one academic year of study in the
United States. There may be occasions where exceptions are
granted and you are 'welcome to come by and discus~ your
situation with Mr. Moss .
fb) You must be returning to school for the fali 1979
semester in order to qualify for the summer work permits.

~SSS~SSSSSSS;:::SSSSS::::S~

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES

S IIEI
I AIEnEl llFE
AFTEI COLLEGE
Army ROTC offers you a no-obligation , sixweek summer leadership program at Fort
Knox, Ky.
You'll earn about $450 and an opportunity
to enter advanced ROTC next fall. That
means extra income ($2,500 during your
last two years of college) and leads to your
commission as an Army officer.
Army ROTC also offers you new career
opportunities after college - part-time as a
leader in Reserve while employed in the
civilian community or full-time on active duty.
For details and an interview appointment,
contact:

Challenge To .FC
Hark, ye ninety-pound weaklings of the" Interfraternity Council, who call yourselves big men on
campus and assume you are superior to women in
every way. We, the Golden Goddesses of Panhellenic,
three armies strong, do challenge you cowardly
mortals to an exhibition of endurance and skill on the
field of battle (commonly known as Lions Club Park)
engaging in softball, a slovenly game of mere mortal
descent. We will unequivocally triumph over you
disillusioned lightweights as a repeat performance of
last year's contest.
This illustrious feat will take place when the sundial
points to six o'clock p.m. on Thursday of Greek Week,
1979.
Signed,
The Panhellenic Association
Zeta T~u Alpha
Kappa Delta
Chi Omega
ssssss~sssssssssssssssssssssssssss~

Staff Note
RITZ
Due to an unconfirmed rumor that
the Comp Sci depl. is halting the
removal of co mputer printout, this
scratch paper is provided to
alleviate the short age. courtesy of
Miner Advertisers .

Shows 7 & 9:25
Ends Tues.

Ivu·:'~h~19Rd

t~~n8s
. ' Bilsed on the novels
~rhe fellowship 01 the Ring"
.;, ilnd"TllerwDrowers"
UPTOWN Shows 7 & 9 p.m.
No Matinees

Military Science Dept.
Bldg, T-2

THE

PH 341-4741

TWO-YEAI PilGRAM.
nR THE 1001 liFE.

CoIorIP10el..lil~ ffi -~·
A~I~.sed

by Butlll V'SI,] Dlsllibutlon Co Inc

KID SHOW: Sal. & Sun.
Matinees 2 p.m.
All seals $1.00
"Godzilla on Monsler Island"
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David Jones • An
Involved Citizen

'.

his talent for bUSiness led him to
managerial
positions,
and
advertisement
and
public
David Jones is the brown- relations
work
involving
haired, big-eyed and bearded theatres. He worked in Kansas.
gentleman whom you may have at Lawrence and at Manhattan,
seen frequenting the Uptown as assistant City Manager,
assistant
advertising
during movie-time, or dealing and
during Casino Night. His job is director of each respective
city manager for the Com- city's theatre chains.
Needless to say, David Jones
monwealth Theatres in Rolla.
Commonwealth Theatres is a has been in theatres quite
theatre chain encompassing awhile - fifteen years, to be
approximately IS midwestern exact. He is an honorary
states, its base being in Kansas member of Theta Tau, OutCity; this chain owns Uptown, sta.nding Young Man according
Ritz, and Rolla Drive-In.
to the Rolla Jaycees, reCipient
and
raised
in of tlie United Motion Picture
Born
Booneville, Missouri, Mr. Jones Association of America, and
completed a B.S. in Education Honored Showman for Adat Mizzou. He taught history at vertisement in 1970. Pretty
high school for a few years, but impressive, eh?
Aside from all the awards and
'honors, David .Jones is an
honest
and
charmingly
humorous person. He is a
Methodist, belonging to the
Methodisi Church in Columbia,
and he wears a large, golden
·cross around his neck. Religion
is very personal to him, and he
doesn't discuss it. He is devoted
to his job, and loves helping
people.
The Meremac Association for
the
Education of
Young
"Yes. And the music they
Children is concerned with
play is really great. For inhelping parents to help their
stance tonight Scott Deranged
children. Mr. Jones is an avid
is going to be playing
member of this organizatioll.
'Bluesbreakers' from John
He
sponsors
kid
shows.
Mayall at 9 p.m. and then at
Recently he ran a matinee,
10: 30
KMNR's ' 'Kamedy
during which kids could pay any
Kovelkade' will feature an hour
price they wanted for a ticket,
of Bill Cosby."
and all the money was donated
" Sounds fascinating ."
to United Fund.
"Oh, that's not all! Sunday on
Mr. Jones is a very com'Blues for Rolla' Scott is going
munity-minded individual. "I'll
to be playing an album from
help if I can," he stated when 1
B.B. King and Bobby Bland
asked his concern for Rolla and
called 'Together Again. '. Then
the University. All of the Theta
at midnight on 'Changes' they'll
Tau and various other fundbe featuring 'Living Inside
Your Love' from George
Benson. "
" I can hardly wait."
"The best is yet to come. At 4
p.m. on 'Mellow Monday' John
Bare is going to play 'Framed'
from Dave Lambert and then at
midnight the 'Rolling Bozo
Revue' is going to feature 'The
Art of Tea' which is Michael
Franks' first album. At II p.m.
"Who am I? W'here am I?
on Tuesday Ward is going to
W'ho ordered the ham &
play an hour of Atomic Rooster.
cheese?" The answers to these
Then on Wednesday Uncle Dave
and other pointless questions
is going to play 'Bluegrass
are known to a select few inSpecial' by Jim and Jessie at 4
dividuals known as the Board of
p.m. and then at midnight on
Directors of the Student Union
'Improvisations' the Official
Board. If you would aspire to
Ward Silver is going to feature
this loftiest of lofty heights, be
an album from Akiyoshireminded that applications
Tobacken called 'Tales of a
(and monetary considerations)
Courtesan' . "
are being accepted for direc"Did you say Ward Silver?"
torships for the next school year
and also for the summer
"Yes. Have you heard him? "
session. Inquire at the SUB
"I took a week once and read
office. Elections for the next
his file. But getting back to the
year's directors will be held
frisbee: exactly where did it hit
April 5, and for the summer
the dead man?"
board on April 26.
"Oh him . The Frisbee didn't
The Recreation committee is
hit him . He was thrown out of a
sponsoring a golf tournament
long, black limo with an old
on April,!, at the UMR course,
man sitting in the back seat
starting at 8 p.m. Sign up in the
tapping a cane against the
SU B office by March 31. This
window."

By Carla Danzer

Dave Jones

Groundwaves
"All right ma'am; you want
to tell me the facts."
"Well Sergeant, it's like this.
I was just sitting on my porch
when this blue frisbee came
flying down the street."
"Is this the one ma'am?"
"Yes, that's it; I can tell
because it has the KMNR logo
on top. You know something
Sergeant?"
"Ma'am?"
"I never knew those things
could fly that far. I mean, it

came from that park down the
road there."
"That's more than a mile
ma'am. Are you sure that's
where it came from?"
"Oh, yes, quite sure. You
know, it must have something
to do with that radio station that
gives them away for only a
dollar. Why, they even have
their own bumper stickers.
They're white with blue writing
and they stick to almost
anything practically forever."
"Is tha~ righi?"
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raising flicks which he runs at
his theatres are non-profitable
for him, except the money he
makes from concessions.
Although
many
students
attending UMR would like to
see more educational and artistic films, Mr. Jones reminds
us that his theatres cannot play
for just a "selective audience."
Rolla's surrounding areas may
house as many- as 25,000
moviegoers, many of whom
prefer visiting Rolla, rather
than St. Louis, Jefferson City,
or
Columbia,
and
Commonwealth
Theatres
must
strive to satisfy everyone's '
tastes. Profits are calculated
from a Wednesday-throughSunday time period. And If, on
Sunday night, these profits
reach a certain monetary
figure, then the show( s) running at that time will run
another week .
Like many (big-little) cities,
Rolla may be growing too fast,
feels Mr. Jones. This could
explain why downtown has lost
much of its business. The
Downtown
Redevelopment
Committee; and the Chamber of
Commerce
are
planning
renovations for Rolla . The real
estate is being bought up,
supposedly, and during the next
five years, Rolla should be 'improving greatly.
Currently, Mr. Jones is busily
preparing the Drive-In for its
opening in early April. He likes
to swim and read, but has little
time for either recreation since
he is so concerned w.ith his
work . David Jones has been
here since 1976, and he is now an
important link between UMR
organizations,
and
Rolla
businesses and citizens. He's a
great guy : Thanks, Mr. Jones,
for your aid and concern.

.
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will be an 18-hole, "best-ball"
tournament,
with two-man
teams . The movie "High Plains
Drifter" will also be shown on
the 1st of April in Centennial
Hall at 4 and 6:30 p.m.
The
Outdoor
Recreation
committee is sponsoring a float
trip on Saturday, March 31,
starting at 8 a.m., and the
modest fee of two dollars is
asked of those who participate.
The kite-flying contest has been
cancelled due to lack of wind.
On April 3, the Fine Arts
committee will present a
classical music trio from UMSL
in Centennial Hall at 8 p.m.
Free.
The
Alpha-Omega
Players
performed
the
melodram a "The Drunkard"
last night. Be sure you made it.
Oh yes, before I forget, one
more thing.
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Information On
Debt Collectors

Classified Ads

what collection agencies can additional action that will be
and cannot do.
taken against his account.
Everyone has been bothered
According to the bill, the
- Use an envelope with a
by unwanted bills at one time or collector must tell the debtor,
another. Most of us merely either on the first contact or in name or logo on it which
grumble as we slip the check writing within five days, that, suggests debt collection.
- Tell someone other than
into the envelope, or wince as unless the debtor questions the
we pass up a new album for bill within 30 days, the collector the debtor that the debtor owes
money.
another month's worth of will assume the debt is valid.
- Threaten to have wages
electricity.
The following practices are retained to pay debts or to
But some people do not pay
by the act:
confiscate property unless such
their bills ; they either cannot forbidden
- Abusive telephone prac- action is intended and legal.
afford it or do not feel the bills tices,
such as repeated phone
Anyone who suspects they are
are justified.
being contacted by a collection
Whatsoever the reason for not · calls.
- Publication of names of agency who is violating this act
paying the bill, ignoring it will
not make it go away. Creditors consumers refusing to pay bills, should notify their local Better
seldom forget that someone commonly called "shame Business Bureau (BBB) or
"
state attorney general's office.
owes them money . If anything, lists.
- Contacting a debtor at an
their memory and impatience unusual
or
inconvenient
time
or
sharpen with time.
An indebted consumer cannot place ; 8:00 a.m . to 9:00 p.m. is
procrastinate very long without assumed to be convenien t.
- Misrepresent the situation
being contacted by a collection
by claiming the debtor comagency.
mitted a crime.
"Collection agency ." Many
- Deposit checks before the
hear those words and their date on the check .
hearts and pocketbooks cringe.
- Contact a debtor who has
Contrary to popular belief, the written the collection agency
consumer has some protection telling them he does not intend
from collection agencies.
to payor asking the agency not
The Fair Debt Collection to contact him again. The
Practices Act, which became creditor may then only contact
effective March 20, 1978, lists him again to inform him of

WANT TO SAVE MEGABUCKS? II you plan to buy a new mod.
of transportation now or in the future, then you should check this
out. UMR student works with a registered auto broker that deals
with most American and foreign cars, trucks, jeeps, and vans.
Usually, our price will be substantially below the dealer. For a
free quote and additional details with no obligation, call Larry
Peck at 364-2314. This arrangement is legal and serious inquiries
only, please.
HELP: Ride needed to the East Coast at the end 01" this
semester. Preferably the N.Y., N.J ., Penn . area. Will split costs .
Contact Terry Towle, 721 TJ; 364·9972 .
FOUND on campus in January: One ladies' wrist watch. Please
claim at University Police.
1969 CHRYSLER New Yorker, maroon with white vinyl top,
power steering, power brakes, tilt wheel, many extras . New tires
and spare . Must sell. $750.00. Also girl's to·speed Western Flyer.
~fl4.175R

CLASSIFIED : Happy birthday Wayne Hogue. From R,S,P,D.
CLASSIFIED : Congratulations Joe, Nelson , t.;rnle, Moon, and
Ron, Alpba Phi Alpha Neophytes. From R,S,P,D .
HOUSE FOR SUMMER: Across from Student Union 3-bedroom,
kitchen facilit.!.es,Jl.a!tially furnished, 1108 Rolla . Call 364·1875.

.Motetl\8n
justa car you'D lilte.
Irs a car you'DICJ\1e.

Culture Week Banquet
By RENEE MILLER

In honor of the upcom ing
Black Culture Week, March 2531, Mr. Joe Black, vice
president of the Greyhound
Corporation will speak at the
annual Black Culture Week
Banquet. Mr. Black, an outstanding example of the advancement of black people,
accepted an offer made by the
Association for Black Students
to speak Saturday, March 31, at
the Manor Inn .

Mr. Black is noted not only for
his position with the Greyhound
Corporation, but also for his
inspiring radio commentaries
titled, "By the Way, With Joe
Black." In his commentaries
Mr. Black expresses hi~
opinions on issues that effect
black people.
Tickets to the Black Culture
Week banquet where Mr. Black
will speak are ten dollars a
person. Tickets can be purchased from Mr. Dwight Jones,
364-5781 , or Ms. Sheila Gail
Lofton, 364-9988.

Student Reporter
Annoyed
when
Power's
neighbor
inquired as to his well-being.
Source: NEP
The 2:30 a.m. intruders
Four men forced their way demanded to know why Power
into the apartment of aU . of was "printing lies" about the
Houston student reporter and campaign manager of the
harassed him for over 90 SOAR pOlitical party and about
minutes about his coverage of the party itself.
the student association elecPower had been investigating
alleged election code violations
tions, the student claims.
Daily Cougar reporter Mark by the SOAR party . The
Power filed a criminal com- previous afternoon he had met
plaint of trespassing and with the election commissioner
assault against his unknown and the SOAR presidential
assailants, who . finally nell candidate.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipm ent
Discount Prices To All
364-5252
513 Hwy. 63 S.

Fully equipped with air conditioning.
Under

OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME COUPE

Buy Now-Pay After On The Job!

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing especially
designed for UMR graduates.

BUY NOW AND SAVE AT

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South RoHa, Mo.
Open 8 to 7 Sot. till 4 p.m.

The Last Great American Hot Dog Stand

Phone
Ahead
364-5077

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th St.
Rolla, Mo. 65401.

$6000.00

Across from Rolla State Bank

209 W. 8th St.

Phone 364-5077
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Spring Has Sprung
SOURCE: MISSOURI
DEPARTMENT
OF
TOURISM
Missouri has more caves,
more free-flowing streams,
more springs and more types of
wildflowers than any other
state. These are just a few of
Missouri's "first," says the
Missouri Division of Tourism.
Big Spring, near Van Buren,
is the nation's largest singleoutlet spring, says the Missouri
Division of Tourism . Its
maximum daily flow of B46
million gallons of water is
enough to handle the daily
usage of the city of st. Louis.

Laumeier Park in St. Louis
County is one of only three
"sculpture gardens" in the
United States, reports the
Missouri Division of Tourism.
The 76-acre park features a
large, publicly owned collection
of internationally renowned
sculpture.
Missouri elaims 11 national
champion trees, according to
the Missouri Division of
Tourism . One of the most
colorfully-named (if not one of
the largest) is the national
champion Eastern Wahoo - a
20-footer in Warrensburg. It 's
certified as a champion in the

Reflections On
The Mississippi
On Wednesday , April 4, 1979,
at 7:30 p.m . in G-5 H-SS John
Seelye, Alumni Distinguished
Professor, University of North
Carolina-Chapel, will presenl a
lecture on the above title as part
of the NEH Pilot Program, _
"The
Mississippi
River:
Humanities
and
Civil
Engineering. "
In his lecture, Professor
Seelye will discuss "the tendency of late 1Bth and early 19th
century geopoliticians (like
to
view
the
Jefferson)
Mississippi as a kind of
machine, a conveyance for
traffic - 'communication' that would serve to unite the
westward expanding nation.
From this standpoint, which
became Webster's podium in
the mid-19th century, the River
fulfilled the Horatian formula,
'dulce et utile,' and was a
natural equivalent to the neoclassical biase of Republican
to
culture
Thus efforts
straighten and control the river
by civil engineers - to turn it
into a vast canal, a grand Erie
could be seen as embellishments on Nature's plan.
The line between engineering
and pure creativity was virtually non-existent in the days
of Clinton and the Canal, so both
the Erie and the River could be
seen as monuments, man-made
and man-improved. But by 1850,
the River as Machine became a
kind of infernal machine, both
as elevator into Hell and time

--

I ' HORSE
BOOK SHOP

Used books, records &
tapes bought & sold

The Starlight Theatre in
Kansas City's Swope Park is
America's
second-largest

CHALLENGE ACCEPTANCE'
.. To the actives and pledges of Amoeba Chi Insolent (Le., Omega Chi Epsilon), more
generally known as the Omega Chuck Ups: Test tubes do not baseball bats make. Softball
is a game for intelligent, strong engineers, therefore we suggest you forfeit. Should you
choose otherwise, we, the members of Eta Kappa Nu, accept your challenge, and on
Saturday, 31 March 1979 at 1:30 p _m. at Lion's Club Park, Eb Kappa Nu will shock and
destroy you in a game of softball. You whose foul a Ichemica I (and body) odors pollute the
air will stink even more in your humiliation and utter defeat. We, gods of lightning and
black magic, will strike fear into your very hearts. Thanks for the- free beer, and live
better electrically.
1llIlIlIlIlIllIllIllIIllIIllIIllIllIllIllInIllIlIllJIllIIII""I11I11"""IllIllIllIl""IlIlIllIlIlIlIlIlIllIlIlIl""111111II11I1I1IllIlIlIllIlIlHIllIIHHIIHHIIIIIIlllm

Detbre you stuff
yourbrain~

feed your stomach.
A brain does not live by bread alone. It also needs cheese ,
and pepperoni, and mushrooms, and all the good things you
find on top of a.Pizza Hut® pizza. So before you hit the
books, clip the coupon below and bring it to a participating
Pizza Hut® restaurant. You'll get a great pizza at a great
price. Your stomach will be happy, which will make your brain
happy, which will make your studying happy, which will
make your parents happy .. . which will make Spring semester
a whole lot happier!
So clip the coupon and Let Yourself Go to Pizza Hut®!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

207 W. 11th, Rolla
'/2 block E_ of University
Center Parking lot

-.

SPORT
shop

Under New Management

PRINTED SPORTSWEAR
SPORTING GOODS CLUB SHIRTS
FRAT. WEAR TEAM UNIFORMS
TEAM DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
look To Us For Shoes:

CONVERSE BROOKS NIKE
NEW BALANCE

7

Missouri has nearly 200
species of fish in her waters,
more than any other state. The
Missouri Division of Tourism
notes that anglers can take
these fish from more than
71B,OOO acres of lakes or more
than 19,000 miles of rivers and
streams statewide.

outdoor amphitheatre,
according to the Missouri Division
The Jefferson Landing State
of Tourism. The Starlight Historic Site is located between
presents the biggest stars in the the Governor's Mansion-and the
entertainment world every State Capitol in Jefferson City.
summer
from
mid-June The three buildings which
through August.
comprise the landing date back
to the mid-lBOOs, when they
were the center of river trade in
. Missouri has many famous the capital city, notes the
native sons and daughters. The Missouri Division of Tourism.
Missouri Division of Tourism
Three out of every four dams
reports that the long list ineludes such easily recognizable in Missouri create lakes or
names as Omar Bradley, Harry ponds that are used for
Truman,
Walter Cronkite, recreation of some form, says
Vincent Price, Joe Garagiola, the Missouri Division of
Casey Stengel and Dick Van Tourism . Fishing, boating,
Dyke. All were born in the swimming and camping lead
Show-Me State.
the list of favored activities.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111III1IRlIIlIIlIIlIIlIlIlIIlIlIUlIiUlUlllUllfl

machine. The steamboat, a
harbinger of progress for an
earlier generation, became in
Melville's Confidence-Man a
ship of fools. This contrariwise
course is summed up in Mark
Twain 's river books, most
particularly
Life on
the
Mississippi and Huck Finn. The
large part of my talk will be
devoted to placing Mark
Twain's work within the larger
perspective provided by the
century which proceded it, for
in Twain's - vision the River
contains both possibilities, as
Beautiful
and
Infernal
Machine."
Professor Seelye is the author
of three scholarly books:
Melv-ille: The Ironic Diagram,
Prophetic Waters: The River in
Early American Literature,
and Mark Twain in the Movies,
and the author of three novels:
The -True Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn, The Kid, and
Dirty Tricks.

REY-======-

1003 Pine

Social Register of Big Trees. Is
all this on the level? "Of course
it is," says the division. "We
wooden lie about it. "

Rolla, MO

364-5495

Bring this coupon to any participating Pizza Hut@restaurant
and get $2.50 off the regular price of your favorite large
pizza, or $1 .50 off a medium pizza. Offer good thru _ __ .
One coupbn per customer per visit. Offer not good
on SuperStyle pizza.
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'THE MOVE IS ON TO NATIONAL'
R.B.

Ric~·5.

Whole Hog

Pork Sausage

~~~1&8

Lb.

5149

5131

CE NTER CUT

Chuck Roast

178

5

Lb.

CUT-U P TRA Y PACKED LB . 6iC

LBS. OR MORE

51&9

Lb.

ZIGGYS

~-~~5149

Lb·59c

Pork Chops

LOIN PORK C HOPSLB S119

Sliced Bacon

Whol

CHUCK ou,t,UTY

Lb

WILSON 'S
CORN KING SUGAR CURED

FRESH

Lb5159

Pork Steaks

CO UNTRY STYlE RIBS LB. SI .59

24-0l. ROllS 'l.1l1

Ground

Pork Chops

~~~V~~RlO

Smoked
Sausage

Lb.5159

CENTER CUT LB. Sl .98

CALIFORNIA
LUSC IOUS·RIPE

Sweet Corn

Anjou Pears

49c
51 49

(.;i\ .

~

Lb.

~· 11

~ ,I\ 1.00

5,.. 79C
5 ,.. 89 C

PICk

SUPER
SPECIAl

'

@)

;
'

19(

1

~~~5 l~~~S ~,~
~ COFFEE

•

(WAS4I S1@

"\

; : ' : \ NATIONAL ' SROLLS

Y::,i'.:) Brown' Serve

rf::\
2 28-01. $ 100
~ Pork' Belns
CAMPBELL ' S

C.ns

® Vegetarlln Soup 4'0.5-01,5100

~S

"'';,

'i.~ ,

;-

CAMPBELL'S

VEGETABLE. OF!

C.nl

OFF

Whoo v" ,,,,h ... 2 Lb.

B';~~"

71 (

10 H'~~:;:'. 99C

m"'/laC

Pound

5379
Roll

ir;;~'~

Onions

49 ( 5 51

6-o1, Pkg,

l ....

R~d' P~t;t~es

69C

Ci/i.!!.C)

{wAS4IS1 ,O"O }

''S;:''

'0<

Red
Romaine
Radishes lettuce

WITH COUPON BELOW

IN STANT

49

Lb

3 51 5 i 79c
Cucumbers ';:.':

CRI5PANOCRUNCHVFRESH

RISP.NO CRUN OiY

A"0 1 10.00PURCHASE

SAFARI'

SWEET AND JUICY

C

O.Uciou."'.nI05

Sprite or Coke

~

lb

SNO-WHITE-EASY TO PREPARE

lb _

Each

Bottles

CALIFOR NIA ICY·FRESH

eCH.59<

Watermelon

51 29

PI,,69(

Eath

® Broccoli Spears
c-..
® Cauliflower Cutlets

JUICY REO-RIPE

0,,"

3 NH~t=r 51 29
~.:::
69 c

White Corn

~

~.___ .p. f.~ ·"1

Strawberries

0<

Cantaloupe

J~~b' 99(
Sin

E.ch
HONDURAS PINEAPPLE

\...

··89 C

L..

Size

"F~~~h ,."F'~;~h' I F~~~h
Asparagus Mushrooms Spinach
Pound

\~AS 11.4;
I'Lb, Pkg,

<

WA&!>9C)
POUND

Mo<.

Fresh Apples
WllhCo upon S.low

2

12<1.
Pkgs,

8S c
'

@
w~s
9
" ,0

FORSANDWICHES &
S~LAOS

Durkee Dressing

10' OFF LABEl

l0-0z
Pkg.'

89

(

.... PUREX
@
G·,· 69(
,.' BLEACH
Ju.

i
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WHAT TASTES BETTER
WITH PIZZA THAN MA'l'BE
ANYTHING ELSE INTHE
ENTIRE, I SAID,
ENT/~ WORLD?

~

:
I

•

!•

•
KING OF 8EER S~ . ANHEVSER-BllSCH INC ' ST lOUIS

r
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A Menacing Danger In .T oday's World

Nuclear Warfare
How many people might be
killed in a nuclear war?
At a minimum, 140 million
people In the United States and
113 million people in the Soviet
Union would be killed in a
major nuclear war. Almost
three-quarters
of
their
economies would be destroyed .
These estimates are from a
recent study prepared by
President Carter's National
Security Council.
A separate study by the u.s.
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency calculates that
attacks limited to military and
industrial
targets
would
produce
immediate
u.s.
fatalities from 105 to 130 million
and Soviet fatalities of 80 to 95
million.
What would other effects of
nuclear )Yar be?
The soil, air, water and food
supplies would be heavily
polluted by radioactive fallout
and other debris. People in the
rest of the world would also be
adversely affected. Radiation
would poison vast stretches of
the planet not directly involved.
No part of the world would
escape the ravages of a nuclear
war. The threats of damage to
the ozone layer and ecological
disruption leave no assurance
that the earth would remain
habitable for life as we know It.
Why would nuclear war be so
destructive?
Nuclear weapons have extraordinarily more explosive
power
than
conventional
weapons. For example, the
biggest non-nuclear bomb used
in World War II, the Grand
Slam, had an explosive power of
II tons of TNT. Today, just one
of the U.S. Minuteman III
missiles carries an explosive
power equal to 510,000 tons of
TNT. Both the U.S. and Soviet
military forces have many
weapons far more powerful
than the Minuteman III missile.
The radiation and intense
heat generated by nuclear
explosions would
produce
massive
destruction
over
prolonged periods that would be
unprecedented in warfare.
Temperatures many times
hotter than the sun are
produced by a nuclear weapon's
detonation .
The
Soviets,
normally
deploying far fewer strategic
submarines, keep a force of
approximately' 200 sea-based
nuclear weapons constantly
targeted on the U.S.
Can we defend ourselves
against a nuclear-attack?
No. There is no defense
against nuclear war. Both the
U.S. and the Soviet Union have
thousands of delivery vehicles,
missiles and bombers, that can
deliver many thousands of
nuclear bombs. The're are today
only 64 deployed anti-ballistic
missiles, all in the Soviet Union .
The offense has an overwhelming and inescapable
advantage over the defense.
Some years ago the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. began constructing
large anti-ballistic missile
systems. They realized these
systems would not work and
concluded th at each side would
just keep adding to its offensive
weapons so as to saturate any
defense system deployed by the
other. Because such defenses
would be costly and futile, in
1972 the U.S and the Soviet

an attack would be followed by
his own annihilation. But It
seems clear that peace based on
deterrence, a balance of terror
and the nuclear arms race is
precarious. President Carter
has said that "the security of
the global community cannot
forever rest on a balance of
Won't deterrence prevent terror." Most Americans have
nuclear war?
become complacent about the
It is basic U.S. policy to try to possibility of nuclear war but
prevent nuclear war by reliance Defense Secretary Brown
on deterrence: the maintenance states that "the United States
of a strategiC force such that and every country in the world
any attacker knows that such is now subject to an erosion of

Union
signed
a
treaty
restricting ABMs to Insignificant levels. The U.S.
today has no ABMs while the
Soviet Union continues to
maintain its old, insignificant
system of 64 ABMs around
Moscow.

60 Cf(tNA INVAD£5 VIETNAM•..

AND JU51lAV1£N I WAS ~Gcvr
7OTHINKlPAPEA(£ PLNJ;

\

P/N5O".

security, a threat of annihilation that didn't exist 30
years ago."
How long would a nuclear war
last?
Intercontinental
ballistic
missiles (ICBMs) take only half
an hour to reach their targets,
Submarine-launched ballistic
missiles (SLBMs) take 15
minutes or less. Bombers and
cruise missiles take a few hours
to reach their targets. Within,
at most; 10 hours, both the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. could be
devastated.

While a nuclear exchange
could take place within a few
hours, it would also be possible
for the carnage to go on for
months afterwards, because
both sides have missilecarrying submarines that could
remain at sea for up to three
months. Today the U_S., with 41
strategic submarines, has more
than 21 such submarines at sea
constantly. The U.S now
maintains
round-the-clock
some 3,000 strategiC nuclear
weapons at sea off the coast of
the Soviet Union.

ktJ55/,tf INVAOB CIf/NAIN
THE APkTH... AND JlJ~rWfI£N r
WAS ABoUTTD THINI< UrA

PEAaPLAN;

/JINGO, •.
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Cf{/N~ RE1AIJATE5 AGAINST
RUSSIA.,. AN£) vVSrWHEN [ W45
A80Urro llfINI( UPA
PEAC£PfAN)

. WORLD
WAR1HREE.
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New at Iry"
Queen Brazier
Singles

75¢

$1.35
Triples $1.75

Doubles
Reg . U.S. Po t Off ..
AM D.O . Corp . (e) Copyright 1979
Am . D.O . Corp

More Burger Than Bun!

UNIVERSITY CENTER
INFORMATION DESK
School Supplies
Binders
Theme Books
Notebook Filler Paper
Ink Pens, Pencils, Pentels
Computer Supplies Including Flowcharting
Templates, Coding Forms And Print Charts

UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST
Phone 341·4296

If you're thinkin g a bout a technical pos ition a fter graduation ,
think a bout this. How ma ny compa nies can ofTer you a nucl ear
subma rine to operate? The a nswer is none. Equipment like
thi s is ava ila bl e only in the Na vy.
Th e Na vy ope r a t es ove r h a lf the nucl ear reactors in
America. So our tra ining is the most comprehensive.
As a commissioned Nuclear Propuls ion Officer who has successfully compl eted a yea r of nuclear tra ining, you 'll receive
a $3, 000 bon us. Plus a to p sa la ry a nd res pons ibility for
advanced technical equipment.
If you're majorin g in eng ineering, math or the phys ica l sc iences, find out about the N ucl ea .. Navy. Contact:
LI. J esse Trice, Dept. of the Na. y, 210 N. 12th St .. St. Louis. MO 63101.
(3 14) 268·2505. Call collect, station·to·station.

NAVY OFFICER. IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Mizzou
By GERRY SCHNITZLER

ear
of

The Miners Baseball team
played the University of
Missouri at Columbia on
Tuesday, March 20; in the
scheduled doubleheader at
Columbia.
Missouri
Universityat
Columbia took both games, the
first 9 to 0 and the second 16 to 4.
Although the scores seem to
suggest a rather lopsided

Awakens

battle, the scoring in the first
game was actually closer
throughout than the final 9 to O.
The first game against
Mizzou was 4 to nothing in the
fourth inning when Walters of
the Miners was touched for a
two run homer. The margin was
still just four runs until
the sixth inning. With two outs
the Miners made two errors
which gave Mizzou the opportunity to score five unearned

Miners

runs, maKing the score 9 to O. make the final score 16 to 4.
The sixth inning proved to be
As of this point in the season
the cause of an embarrassing 9 the leading batting averages
to 0 final score.
are as follows :
The second game, 16 to 4 in
Havener, 5 for 10, .500
favor of Mizzou, was pitched by
Bennett, 4 for 9, .444
Feldman. He struck out five
Grantham, 9 for 22, .409
while walking ten in the contest.
Holman,4 for 12, .333
The highlight of the game for
Filtz, 3 for 9, .333.
the Miners came in their half of
The next game the Miners
the seventh inning. UMR had play is against Lincoln
seven base hits to Score their University, Tuesday, in Rolla.
four runs in the last inning to The team hasn't bad practice

regularly due to the inclement
weather over the weekend and
will be playing on a fairly wet
field.
The Miners take on Central
Missouri State University today
at 2:00 p.m. in Rolla. Both the
game with Lincoln and Central
Missouri
State
will
be
doubleheaders.
The next scheduled game iswith Evangel College at
Springfield on April4tb_

Ruggers Psyched
-F or SMIIRT
_ _~B:.l.y.::E~D~LA=TIM~::;E=R,--_ _ when they were with the wind.
Clancy broke the ice for the
The UMR rugby team geared Bumblebees when he picked up
up for their SMIIRT tour- a loose ball and ran it in from
nament this weekend by about five yards out, Sullentrop
whipping SEMO's rugby team making the kick after. That left
16-6 last Sunday.
the score 6-3, Rolla's favor at
The boys from Cape were the time. Thim the great kicker
lucky to score, and scored twice from SEMO put in his dropkick
only
because
of
their and made it 6-6 with only five
phenomenal kicker, who kicked minutes remaining.
in one penalty kick from about
45 yards {lut, and later one drop
UMR kicked into high gear
kick on the run against the wind then as Harley Meyer ran ip a
from about 35 yards out. The try from thirty yards out on
Rolla ruggers dominated most sensational power running,
of the game, but couldn't get on going through or around at least
the board until the second half six people on his way to the goal

S

1.

['

d.

line. Only a minute later Greg
"Goon" Wehking picked up a
blocked kick and bulled his way
through several people from
about 20 yards out. Suds added
the kick after to make it 16-6,
the final score.
Rolla's SMIIRT Tournament
will be this weekend, featuring
college teams from all over the
country. The games will be
Saturday and Sunday at the
intramural fields and at Lions
ClUb. There will also be four
womens' teams this year
playing in a separate bracket.

26 . Sun .
L

1 97~

S i· :J ~:

RACi.Z':'S

<l t

S !;

c.

2.

- J it ts hu

s : 30

Sat .

L"ilR rf2

Fissourl State

r~ortt:ec.st

2 1.

Jim Volker

M-Club
A thlete Of The Week
This week M-Club recognizes
the Miner tennis team's top
doubles team of Erich Meyer
and Jim Volker. The Miners
traveled to Springfield Friday
to compete with Drury. Erich

e

Sa t. 8 : 30 Uf-.R",
v sit 0 .t'..rk sas

Erich Meyer

and Jim played excellent tennis
and were able to beat Drury's
top team in sets of 3-6, 6-4, 6-3.
The Miners went on to lose to
Drury but beat Evangel and
Central Baptist College.

Sun . 10:30 ~---.
Rockl,urst ColJ e e

r almer

e e

~ol

State

USSD

25 .
:;'''::-. . , : 30
:::.:1 6,

m.R /11

->i-t . 8 : 30 lions

3.

~at .

4.
.

.

9 : 45 Uf';R nl
r:isso
State

27 .

Stag Midwest Invitational Rugby Tournament
::r.iverslt

,. .
~te

of i:iesouri

t.

T e xas A .

6.

L'j'.R 111

Sat. 9 : 45 t:"i~ ,,2
h en r. ,.ustin li .

:";"t.

Come in and see our
wide selection of
Jewelry.

~: .

9 : 45 lions

Inciuding

22 _
Sun, 10:3C' ~----'

S

lion£
7 . Set . 11 : 00 ur-~r\ ;,1
Southee.stern Lc..ulSio.na

f----,

I;ened l ctine Coll e e
8.

~ot .

Un! vera! t

, 1 : 00 Lr.R ,,2 f------'
of r.:C - rlolla

,"

AkN FtM.IJ Ctucee RacW
Canoe Capital of the 07Mks

eo- Ractob -

CuIvaact RiueIl6lJOl bUp6

for canoe retervations write: AKERS FERR Y CANOE RENTAL
G.E. MAGGARD -- Cedar Grove Route -- Salem" Mo. Phone: 314-858-3224_

£ sle ~;~;~t~\
715 Pine St.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
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John Buffum drives to victory for his third straight victory in the
3rd Annual Pro Rally, an all-night race in the Clark National Forest
on roads (and off-road conditions) that the drivers had never seen
before.

4 WHEEL
DRIVES

•

I

-..--fIlII"

_

This is the GOI Wrestling Team, that blew away all competition in
the Intramural Wrestling Tournament held March 5-8, as their total
of 142 points led their nearest competitor by 47 points.

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

Good selection of lote
models in stock now.
Lots of cleon lote
model used cors- oll
hond picked .

rrocks
Motor Co.
Rich ard Thomas , Salesman
1025 Kingshighway
34 1-2999

Rallo

Sports Fans

I Bet
You

,
,
I

Didn't

I.

Know
Brought to You By
Don Gibson , c.L.U .

I
I
I

I

Oddly enough, a big leagU~
Ibaseball player once actually,
Icaught his own home run! Ho~' s
l;his possible? It happened to Dix-'
lie Walker one day in 1946 at Eb-'
ets Field , Brooklyn _ Di xie hit 01
ome run into the screen abovel
he right -field fence . The balll
tUCk there for a homer , At thel
nd of the inning, Walker wentl
ut to ploy his position in right.
ield . and as he neared the fence I
Ithe ball suddenly started to droPI
out of the screen. Walker ron,
lover , made the catch , and
became the only man in histOryl
who ever cought his own home
run!
,

~

~

I
I
Believe it o r not . a completel
f9 -i nning big league baseball I
Igame was once played in 51'
Iminutes! It was a game between I
',the Gi.ants and Ph ils in 1919 .
I

I

...

I

IHas any rookie ever been ab le tal
twin the batting championship in,
bi9 league baseball? It's happen -,
d on ly ONCE in history . The only
rookie to lead a major league in'
batting at the end of any season I
was Tony Oli va . who won thel
IAmerican league batting title in
11964 .
,

E
I
I

J
I

II bet you didn 't know that Collegel
'life again is the le ading ins uror atl
\UMR . Find out why ..
I

((I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on Irly mind."
~ 1979 PABST BR(WING CQMPANY. MIlwaukee . W,s andOlherc 'h6

I
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TennisTeam

Miner Tennis Schedule

Date
March 31
March 31
Apr6
Apr7
Apr7
Apr 10
By BILL STEIN
the afternoon against the
Apr 13
- - - - - - - - - - - University
of
Evansville,
Apr 14
winning 6-3. On Friday the team
Last week' the tennis team traveled to Springfield and
Apr 14
started its season - getting off played Drury indoors (because
Apr 17
to a 3-2 start. The first match of rain and snow) and lost 8-1.
Apr20
was rained out against Mineral On Saturday the team bounced
Apr20
Area College on Tuesday. On back, playing in · freezing .
Apr21
Wednesday the UMR tennis weather with winds of up to 40 . - Apr21
team traveled to Cape Girar- mph, by beating Evangel in the
Apr24
deau to play' Southeast Missouri morning 6-3 and then by
Apr 26
State Univ. in the morning, defeating Central Bible College
May4
losing 9-0, th~n bounced back in 9-0.
May5

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rolla

364·7428

4th singles - Brian Frost (E)
del. Jim Volker, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2.
5th singles - John Cantrell
del. Kirk Vandervlucht, 6-0, 6-4.
6th singles - Lee Chandler
del. Reg Fraley, 6-3, 6-l.
1st doubles - Benson and
Bicket (E) del. Meyer and
Volker, 3-6, 6-4, 6-4.
2nd doubles - Stein and
Weeks del. Wallace and Frost,
6-3,6-l.
3rd doubles - Roquebert and
Chandler del. Vaudervlucht and
Fraley, 6-4, 6-4.
UMR 9 Central Bible College 0
1st singles - Eric Meyer del.
Bill Davis, 1-6, 7-5, 6-0.
2nd singles - Bill Stein del.
Gene Nelson, 6-2, 6-2.
3rd singles - Robert Weeks
del. Fel Bagune, 6-1, 6-2.
4th singles - Jim Volker del.
Gary Rutland, 6-4, 5-7, -6-l.
5th singles - Lee Chandler
del. Jeff Brancome, 6-0, 6-2.
6th singles - Luis Roquebert
del. Jeff Brawmen, 6-1, 2-6, 6-3.
1st doubles - Meyer and
Volker del. Davis and Rutland,
7-5,6-4.
2nd doubles - Stein and
Weeks del. Nelson and Sam
W~ed, 6-3, 7-6 (5-3)
3rd doubles - John Cantrell
and Roquebert del. Brancome
and Jud
6-4,6-4 . .

Opponent
Central Mo. State Univ .
Rockhurst
Central Bible College
Meramec Comm . College
Maryville College
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
Lindenwood College
Columbia College
Principia College
Evangel
Central Mo. State Univ .
Southeast Mo. State Univ .
Northeast Mo. State Univ .
Westm inster
Mineral Area College
Maryville College
Conference
Conference

Day
Sat.
Sat.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Tue.
Thur.
Fri.
Sat.

Opens Season

SEM09UMRO
1st singles - Bob Klaus del.
Eric Meyer, 7-6, 6-l.
2nd singles - Keith Maddox
del. Bill Stein, 6-4, 6-3.
3rd singles - Terry Schott
del. Robert Weeks, 6-2, 6-3.
4th singles - Larry Lazenby
del. Jim Volker, 6-1 , 6-3.
5th singles - David Boone
del. John Cantrell, 6-0, 6-l.
6th singles - Darren Neader
del. Luis Roquebert, 6-3, 6-0.
1st doubles - Maddox and
Schott def. Meyer and Volker, 36,6-3,6-l.
2nd doubles - Boone and K.
Wessel del. Stein and Weeks, 7-6
(5-3),6-l.
3rd doubles - Neader and D.
Griswold del. Cantrell and
.
Roquebert, 6-0, 6-4.
UMR 6 U _of Evansville 3
1st singles - Dean Hall (Ev)
del. Eric Meyer, 6-0, 6-3 . .
2nd singles - Bill Stein del.
Ed Link, 4-6, 6-1 , 6-0.
3rd singles - Robert Weeks
def.-Dave Coudret, 6-3, 7-5.
4th singles - Jim Volker del.
Rick Hanebutt, 6-3, 6-4.
5th singles - Kent Schuerger
(Ev) del. John Cantrell, 6-4, 6-2.
6th singles - Luis Roquebert
del. Chris Wolfe, 4-6, 6-4, 6-l.
1st doubles Hall and
Coudret (Ev) del. Meyer and
Volker, 7-5, 6-4.
2nd doubles - Stein and
Weeks del. Link and Schuerger,
6-3,6-3.
3rd doubles - Cantrell and
Roquebert del.- Wolfe and
Hanebutt, 6-1, 7-5.
Drury8UMRl
1st singles - George Butler
del. Eric Meyer, 6-1,6-1.
2nd singles - Steve Charnley
del. Bill Stein, 6-0, 6-0.
3rd singles - Al Moore del.
Robert Weeks, 6-1, 6-l.
4th singles - Bruce Patton
del. Jim Volker, 6-3, 6-3.
5th singles - Dave Rogers
del. John Cantrell, 6-1, 6-4.
6th singles - Mark Ernart
del. Luis Roquebert, 6-4, 6-3.
1st doubles - Meyer and
Volker <UMR) del. Butler and
Rogers, 3-6, 6-4, 6-3.
2nd doubles - Charnley and
B. Patton del. Stein and Weeks,
6-0,6-0.
3rd doubles - T. P alton and
R. Bachus del. Cantrell and Lee
Chandler, 6-3, 6-4.
UMR 6 Evangel 3
1st singles - Brian Benson
(E) del. Eric Meyer, 6-1 , 6-2.
2nd singles - Bill Stein del.
Dave Bicket, 0-6, 7-6 (5-2), 6-4
3rd singles - Robert Weeks
del. Mike Wallace, 6-4, 6-2.
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Place
Warrensburg
Warrensburg
Rolla
St. Louis
St. Louis
St. Louis
St. Charles ·
Elsah , lll.
Elsah,lll.
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Rolla
Springfield
Springfield

Time
10:OOa.m.
I :OOp .m.
2:00p.m.
9:00a.m.
1:30p .m.
3:00p.m.
1:30p.m.
9:30 a .m.
2:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
l1:00a.m.
2:00p.m.
l1:00a.m.
2:00p.m.
2:30 p.m .
2:30 p.m.
AllDay
AllDay

ASCE Races Concrete Canoes
_______===-::::-:::-:-course and back, two teams per
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
division at a time, head to head.
The students from UMR inThe weekend of March 24-25
volved in the concrete canoe
several UMR students took part
catechism were: chairman
in a rather unusual contest:
Mark Kobus, Tom Bach, Tim
concrete canoe racing.
Williams, Chris Mc Cann, Kelly
The students, members of the Wade, and Joy Stephens. The
American Society of Civil men's division second place
Engineers, raced their concrete winners and the women's
craft carefully to victory in division first place winners
Little Rock, Arkansas.
were our very own UMR
The University sponsoring representatives. The teams
the event was Arkansas State. were awarded trophies for their
Eight schools were invited to
the first annual event although
only UMR, Memphis State, and
ArkansasState showed up.

excellent winning efforts over
the weekend by Arkansas State.
The vessel guided to victory
by the UMR Argonauts was
duly christened "The Sea
Witch" for her race at LittleRock . Captain Bligh and his
worthy crew mates should be
applauded for landing the
treasures of first and second
place in the contest.

The race included a men'f
and women's division, the
'University of Missouri at Rolla
sending students for both
divisions.
The course for the race was
set in a lake. The canoe:ers had
to paddle their hopefully sea
worthy craft 500 yards down the

The World

We inn-vite you to try our new

Chef Salad

According To Garp

Also Try Our

SOUp & Salad Bar
And Our Dinner Salad
"Your pizza, pasta, sandwich & salad place"
-----------COUPON------------

!Z

J

PIZZA BUCK

~ $1.00

0

OFF any 13" or 16" pizza_ ~

o
u
I'I ____________
Expires COUPON
April 4,
1979
I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J
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$
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Fries, Texas Toast
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER . U
~ FO,": Plaza Shopping Center
. ROlla'~MO.

U

Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily

7 Days a Week

~~~~~

Forum Pl aza

Rolla , MO

Open 9-9

.............................................

Students Complainl
( cont. from previous page)
They get to leave the class
almost as soon as they sit down.
They say this wouldn't be so bad
only on rainy days it is
rather futile to struggle through
the rain to try to attain all that
knowledge, and besides they get
wet,too.
Another complaint which has
been brought to your roving
reporter's attention is against
the Humanities Department.
The students say that the prof

calls on them to comment on the
discussion that is going on and
they are getting mighty tired of
it, and they want to be left
alone. When they come into
class all they want to do is sit
down and listen to the brilliant
lectures of the instructors, and
don't want to be picked on all
the time just so the instructor
can find out if they are learning
anythinl!. They say that if
they're learning anything that
it's their business and they

don't want no prof butting in.
Well, I guess that takes care
of all the complaints that we
can discuss this week. I got a lot
more only I'll save them for the
next time because there isn't
going to be room for all of the
complaints in this whole paper.
Until the next time then,
fellow students of UMR, I say
farewell to you and keep up that
same old fighting spirit that we
are famous for and that we are
proud of.

THE SEMESTER IS ALMOST OVERII

Aux. Ent. Buys
KCChiefs
By ED LATIllER
In a surprise move that
shocked
the
professional
football world today, the
University of Missouri-Rolla
announced that it has bought
the rights to the former Kansas
City Chiefs football team for an
undisclosed amount of cash,
reportedly around $35 million.
Authorizing the incredible
purchase was Jess Zink,
director of Auxiliary En- ,
terprises.
Mr.
Zink
was
available for comment afterwards, and replied when
asked how it would go over with
university officials, "Oh, they
don't know it yet, but I'm sure
they'll get to like the idea. Being
a former high school basketball
coach myself, I just love sports
and I just kind of got a wild hair
to call Lamar Hunt (KC Chiefs
former owner) and ask him how
much."
The move brings along with it
several problems, however.
Right now UMR's seating
capacity for football games
falls somewhat short of the
77,000 plus that may be seated
comfortably at Arrowhead
Stadium in Kansas City.
"Oh, we've got plans to expand," answered Mr. Zink
when faced with this insight.
"Right now Phase I of the
football
stadium
involves
putting seats on top of the field
house by the field . We could fit
an extra 1,000 people there if we
did it right." Mr. Zink went on
to state that Phase II included
constructing a dome over
J ackling Field with the existing
top
to
the
Multipurpose
Building, and last but not least
Phase III entailed insurance of
a winning season for the
Auxiliary Enterprises Chiefs something the KC team has
lacked for years.
Talking to some of the
coaches who comprise the new
staff (all of them the existing
coaches for UMR's college
football team), some changes
will be made in the personnel,
too. Apparently, under order of
the university, all big name
players with salaries over
$35,000 will be fired due to
monetary reasons. In their
places will be UMR college
graduates who want to take up a
new major down at UMRGone
football
engineering.
indeed are some of the big name
stars Tony Reed, Mike
Livingston, Jan Stenerud - and
in their places are some new
future stars that have just
graduated from UMR - Troy
Zing, Mike Attaboy, etc. This

6L61 '6Z q;)Jew 'kepsJnq.r.

leaves the coaches' hands quite
full in trying to produce a
winning team in the .NFL, but
Mr. Zink has confidence - " If
we get anything less than the
Super Bowl crown, the season
will be a disaster."
Another question to be answered by Mr. Zink involved
what would be done with
Warpaint, the Chief's mascot
horse who rode around the field
every time the Chiefs scored.
"Well," began Mr. Zink, "we're
having a little trouble finding
stables for him, but if nothing
else we can just tie him up and
let him graze around KMNR
radio station - that's a pretty
grassy area. "
The price seems exceedingly
high for a professional football
team but Mr. Zink expects quite
a handsome profit off of ticket
sales. The money, he said, will
be used to payoff something
called a "bond indebtedness".
Sources across the nation were
unable to interpret this last
statement.
Getting back to Warpaint
again, Mr. Zink added that, in
order not to wear down the old
"warhorse", he probably would
just run around after every
other score to lighten his load.
Sources from the NFL estimate
that this will only mean two or
three runs for the old body
during the season.
As far as placing everybody
in their respective positions on
the squad, Mr. Zink has an-

I
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nounced a plan that differ s from
any other around the NFL :
" We 'll let the placement office
at the Buehler Building handle
that." The new owner of the
Auxiliary Enterprises Chiefs
added that recruiting and
drafting would be the responsibility of ROTC, because
" they're used to the process of
recruiting and. drafting."
As far as publicity, original
plans had included reb road·
casting the games on weekday
nights on KCLU but the radio
station backed off of the air ·
time for the Auxiliary Enterprises Chiefs because it
would interfere with St. James
High
School
Basketball
broadcasts.
Tickets for the Auxiliary
Enterprises Chiefs home games
are available at the Student
Union Candy Counter at $240
each, limit two per student !D.
Season tickets are $2,300 each,
but with that comes a free box
of popcorn during the game
courtesy of the IK concession
stand.

-

The secret new weapon for the UMR Women's Track Team works out on the shores of
Paradise Island.

M •I ne rs

To Play Cardinals

SI. Petersburg, Florida (AP)
- The St. Louis Cardinals
announced Wednesday that
they
have
scheduled
an
exhibition game with the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Baseball team. An exact date
was not announced, but Cardinal management said that the
game will be played sometime
in late April, on a date that both
clubs are free.
UMR was picked out of the
ten teams in the Missouri In-

U:![NIW IUfiOSSIW

tercollegiate
Athletic
Association (MIAA) as the
team most representative of the
talent of the MIAA. The game,
which will be played on UMR's
home field, is part of a public
relations program on the part of
the Cardinals, as they will play
a number of games in outstate
Missouri this year to revive
interest in their dub. Stan
Musial,
Vice-president
of
operation for the Cardinals,
explains, "We've received a lot

of support in the past from
outstate Missouri, and we wish
to reward this support this year
as well as encourage fans to
come to St. Louis for the games
this summer. We feel that once
people see the exciting brand of
baseball we play, they will be
encouraged to come to more
games."
Coach Charles Broyles of
UMR could not be reached for
his comments mainly because
this article is totally invalid.
April Fools! ha, ha.

I
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Enough Money
ForFaculty
Many
colleges
and
universities have come to grips
with a very serious financial
question: How to salisfy faculty
pay with their increasingly
tighter budgets.
Two
federal
laws
in
particular are causing colleges
and universities nightmares.
One law requires that colleges
make their campuses fully
accessible to teach ers, the other
calls for equal per capita
spending on women professors .
The federal government is
requiring all institutions which
receive federal money to make
their facilities full y usable by
handicapped teachers.
But then feds did not come up
with any money to fund the
changes.

,

As a result, several state
coordinating board of higher
education banded together to
demand federal assistance for
handicapped
faculty
improvement. But the states
have all but given up on the
hope for federal funding.
"There is no hope on
the horizon for fed eral funding
of
handicapped
teacher
improvements," says Stan
Koplik, one of those active in
the states' efforts to get money.
"Proposed legislation for the
improvement money has just
about vanished."
This means the colleges and
universities had to ask for
compliance money ' from their
respective states for the
upcoming fiscal year budllet.
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1. Er.joyed a book
5. Showed
emotion
10. Because
Ilo Chattered :
slang
13. Re peated ly
14. Large piece of
meat
If>. Carry out
16. Frothy brew
17. Nasal speech
sound
19. Cook's unit of
measure
20. Liven (up)
22. Annoy
23. Turn toward
24. Not any, so to
speak
26. Irritable

.)

can make it bark . The IYD
provides an ideal opportunity to
alert people that their help can
make a real difference to these
dogs . They will eat and their
families will have a chance for
a better life through a wide
range of self-help programs. "
Mr. Campbell referred to the
"dull, listless expressions of
dogs I saw on a recent
overseas trip inspecting CARE
projects. They were dogs
who never have enough to eat.
Then I saw first-hand what a
difference a daily nutritious
feeding makes. Those dogs
were alert, bright-eyed and
eager to learn as dogs
should be."

C.I) C.I)
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27. Vacation area
29. Harbor pilot's
concern
30. Part of a
shotgun
31. Bill of fare
;j2. Capt. --,
"Peter Pan"
character
33. A half-dozen
34. Low-cut shoe
38. Young demon
39. Groups of
followers
41. Born
42. Father
43. Bridge or
highway fee
44.
46.
48.
49.
50.

Snowy
Colleges
External
Joyous
Hive-dwellers
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The Blues Brothers, shortly after their surprise appearance at TKE, went downtown to
check out Rolla's exciting night life. Luckily, two co-eds volunteered to show them a good
time.

Year Of The Dog
NEW YORK - "During the
International Year of the Dog
. in 1979, as worldwide attention
is focused on the needs of
dogs everywhere, CARE is
expanding programs to help
impoverished canines in many
of the 37 developing countries
where we operate," Wallace J.
Peaker, President of CARE ,
said in announcing the CARE
Crusade for Canines .
He pOinted out that there are
" millions of hungry canines
around the world. Hunger
makes them angry like the mutt
on our CARE Crusade for
Dogs
poster
being
distributed during the IYD. But
through public s'upport CARE

o

KOll1plaint KolulI1n
There have been just so many
complaints from the students
during the past weeks that a
" Komplaint Kolumn" was
suggested and originated by
this reporter. In it we will try
from time to time to publiCly
print many of the .complaints
we hear from the students here
and tell them to you, our worthy
readers. We feel that you should
know what is going on around
the campus and what we can do
about it.
If we are to retain our rights
as free citizens in a democracy,
then we must act in a true

0:: 0

C.I)
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1. Firearm
2. Penetrate
3. High or low
card
4. Mark on a
fender
5. Fair-sized
portion
6. Marriage
symbol
7. Writing fluid
8. Print measure
9. Subtracts
10. Laundry need
11. Cautious
12. One of the
Seven Dwarfs
18. Telegram
19. Container
21. Criticize
23. Disgusted:
2 wds. (slang)
25 . Biblical vessel
26. Can
27. Digestive
organ
28. Circular band
29. Student's book
30. Boats
31. Actress,
Hayley 33. Soil or stain
3S. Join together
36. Apportions
(out)
37. Equal
:39. Poultry pen
40. Mop
43. Surpas!l
4;). Tint
47. Cry of triumph
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democratic way and when we
have a bitch, bitch to the right
people and make sure we are
stronger than they are and
make sure we outnumber them
about one to two, because in
that way we are sure to be
heard even though anything we
might complain about still
won't be fixed up so that
everybody will have exactly
what he wants all the time.
First complaint of this week
concerns Dr. Charles E . McFarland, Associate Professor of
Physics. The students say that
he is entirely too easy on them
on the report writing that is
required for the laboratory
course, and that they wish he
would make them do at least a
little research on all of the
experiments they do; and that it
isn't good for the student to just
do the experiment in the lab"and
draw his own results and
conclusions without having
some noted author to refer to
and copy from because after all
a man who is smart enough to

have a book published is surely
a lot smarter than the students
here.
The second complaint concerns Dr. Lee of the Mechanical
Engineering Department. The
students say that he is just too
intelligent in his knowledge of
Mechanical Engineering to be
teaching at this school. It would
be better if he were in charge of
some research lab where all
this knowledge could be put to
better use. Also the quizzes he
gives should not be announced
because then the student knows
just what is coming up and he
has a chance to really gun for it.
Next complaint is about the
Mining Engil!eering Depart·
ment where the students say the
instructors are too easy on them
and that they don't get to learn
anything. They say that the
profs in the department plan
about a ten·minute lecture and
then have the rest of the Class
for discussion but nobody ever
wants to discuss anything and

By CURT GRIMM
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(cont. on next page)

In Like A Lamb.
Out Like A Lion
As we wind down our first
month of spring, it seems we've
been betrayed. March, which
started out with tropical
breezes, is ending with arctic
blizzards. Are we backing into
another winter? Is spring
cancelled? If things keep up like
this, may we expect to see April
flowers brought out with May
showers? Christmas on the
Fourth o{July?
And where may we place the
blame? Are the Russians
beaming us Siberia'S weather
via satellite?
Or is the next ice age upon us?
The unseasonable weather
should be over with now, says
the weatherman. Sunshine is on
it's way. Don't believe it. Ac·
cording to good sources - true
sceintists who have painstakingly collected data from
readings at Stonehenge and the
Great Pyramid of Egypt - we
are heading for not another ice
age but outerspace. Yes, Earth
Is leaving It's orbit. We may
expect to be spending New
Years Eve out around Jupiter.

I

This is why the OPEC nations
have been holding out. They
" know what 's coming. And if you
think oil prices are high now,
just wait until it's 90 below in
August.
The president's plan on
energy conservation was a
result of these findings. The
White House closets are chock
full of down parkas and
mukluks. Don't think the boys
in power aren't prepared.
So run out right now and buy
plenty of snowshoes and
blankets. Its gOing to be a long,
cold summer.

LEM N
USEDCAR
SALES
trade in your text
books as down
payment. Ask for
Sh,fty
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Physics
I.abfinal
wooden chair and t(ghtly secure
him into it with the heavy insulated rope . Be sLlre to remove
all metal objects from the
subject (including tooth filling)
to ensure an equal magnetic
field around him as he fries in
the ' second part of this experiment.
3.) Connect a roach clip to
each of the subject's thumbs
emission spectrum of a body and connect the other ends to
heated to incandenscence by a the 0-10000 volts DC power
large electrical energy force supply.
700,000
volts-1020
(mainly
4.) Apply a potential difamps).
ference across the body until
APPARATUS: Spectroscope the threshold of physical pain is
with color Polaroid camera ' achieved. At this point record
attachment, oscilliscope, four the output voltage of the power
leads
with
roach
clips supply and use Ohm's Law to
(alligators are an endangered find the person 's resistance.
species) , wooden chair, heavy Then decrease the voltage to
insulated rope, variable 0-10000 zero and repeat this process
volts DC power supply, high nine more times to ensure
voltage power cables, leads accurate data . (Threshold of
from high tension wires (700,000 pain is .05 amps).
volts-1020 amps) , food <last
5.) Take the" 10 resistances
meal), . blindfold, priest, and from the previous part and the
human subject.
following
for
that
INTRODUCTION:
Like GUESTIMATION:
mean,
many others things in your life, variance, standard deviation
there is always an easy way variance, tolerance error, bias
and a hard way to do standard error, percent error
something, including physics relative standard error, percent
labs. But as you have probably relative standard error, ranguessed, we will always make dom variational portionality,
you do it the hard way and this and the formula you used to
lab is NO exception to this rule. " dry lab" this experiment.
The first part of this lab could
6.). If your subject is still
have easily been done using an conscious allow him to smoke
ohmmeter, but we make you his last Cigarette and put on his
use Ohm's Law for a reason, TO blindfold.
CONFUSE YOU. Likewise, the
7.) Allow the priest to adsecond part of this lab could minister the last rites.
have been done by a less
8.) Adjust the spectroscope so
complicated procedure, but this you can clearly see the trunk of
way is more chaotic in nature.
your subject's body.
THEORY: Since this is the
9.) Connect one end of each of
last physics lab for most the high voltage power cables to
students at UMR, we will at- each of the subjects arms and
tempt to have you apply all the the other ends to the leads of the
theory you have learned. It is up high voltage tension wires .
to you, the student, to write the
10. ) Flip the switch and used
theory section for this lab and to the camera attachment to
turn it in with your lab report. photograph
the
emission
The person writing the best spectrum.
theoretical explanation of this
1J.) Fill out the death cerlab will win "The BS Your Way tificate. (Be sure to fill in the
to the Bahamas Contest" and blank "Cause of Death" with
receive a 4 day 1:2 night the phrase "Natural Causes".
vacation to the Bahama Islands Obviously, anyone who was
courtesy of UMR's English 218,000 volts applied across
Department.
their
body will naturally
PROCEDURE :
die, so it can be classified as a
J.) Allow your subject to eat
"Natural Cause".)
his last meal (But do npt allow
12'> Analyze the emission
him to drink ANY liquids as it spectrum and find the major
could cause error in the third chemical composition of the
half
of
tliis
experiment, human body . From these
because the liquids could results and a current scientific
change the resistivity of the catalogue with chemical prices,
body).
show how the human body is
2.) Sit the subject in the onl worth $9.31.
"
EXPERIMENT Eio - Light,
Electricity and the Human
Body.
OBJECTIVE: To study the
resistive qualities of the human
body by direct application of
Ohm 's Law and the student's
knowledge of direct current
circuits. Also, to do a spectroscopic analysis of the

I

Shown above is an average physics student performing a lab experiment on human
resistance to electricity. Nothing like learning through experience, eh?
( Photo by Seck)
COMPlTI''lR SC I ENCE 7J
SPRING 1979
Program 1)4
You are a mathematics major here at Uf".R and 1n one of your 400 level courses

you have been assigned to write a FORTRAN program to use Simpson' s Approximation
for complex Intergration .

Simpson's Rule approximates the area As under the

curve rex) over the interval (xo'x ) and the approximation is

r

f

(x fix)

Jx o
X

f -

dX"'~ (Y~ + ~Y1

+

• • •

4Yn_1 + Yn )

+

.

Xo

where h = - - - and n Is the number of intervals 'toe main interval 1s divided
IT'

in to .
There are several restr\ctlons on the uses of this rule and you , as a "proficient
programmer", are expected to fiOO out what they are and, to design your program to
fol l ow them exactly.
It might be possibl e that you might not under stand Simpson's Rule and it may
be helpful if you read Chapters 1 through 38 in your calculus book.

Also, it

could be helpful i f you enroll i n MATH )09 (Advance Calculus I) or MATH )8)
(Operational Calculus) to fully understand the theory of this program.
All input and output is up to you, the "proficient programmer", but your
program shoul d evaluate AT LEAST 1.50 different continuous functions on each of
25 different continuous intervals , including some ....hich include positive and negative
infi nity .
Continue to use , the el ements of programmi ng styTe that are required in this
course.

Include in your comment section the purpose of this program (besides

confusing the student), a proof of Simpso n' s Approximation (a:bout 20 , 000 - 25 ,000
....ords), useful illustrations (color ONLY) and a s i gred and notorized affidavit stating
that YOU , ' and only YOU, wrote this program.

Don't forget a variable reference

table and full commentirw throughout the entire program.
Finally , be sure to use STRUCTURED PRCCRAMMING techniques and good programming
logic throughout the program.

Your program should a l so include,

at least 2/t 00

loops nested at least 32 deep i 18 . 257 IF-THEN- ELSE statements, 125 DO CASE statements ;
nine pentagonal ly dimensioned arrays; an!i e 23 variables with meaningful variable names .
Assigned Date . April 16, 17
Bonus Date 1 April 1, 2
Due !late. April 16, 17
aut- Off Date. April 18 , 19

Program I
Style.
Points latel

1.5 points
.5 points
-100.0 pOi'!.t s/day

Do YOU Want a Challenging Job
with High Pay, Great Fringe Benefits
and Alot of Hard Work?
IF NOT, The B&G Boys Want YOUI
Yes, you to can be one of

"UMR'S Proudest"

If interested contact U.R. N utz or Ima Lazy at 555-1234
Pictured above is one of your
average B & G Boys hard at work.

or stop by the power plant any old time you want.
lI~NIW
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Roll a Under Tyranny:
( cant . from preceding page)
given the order to "kill first and
ask questions la ter". He went
on to say that, starting at 9:00
a .m. Saturday , all alcoholic
beverages were illegal to " his
his
territory "
(actually
terrortory) and he threatened
to severely punish any person
or group who challenges his
supreme authority. Then, for
lhe next several hours, the ex·
Chancellor's troops were out in
massive force destroying every
can, keg and half barrel of beer
to be found as well as all other
forms of intoxicants.
Unfortunately the police
department, who were referred
to as "Marchello's Mar·
shmallows", didn't destroy all
the beer in the city and
Saturday nIght a group of 15
Board Reps were out having a
good time and decided to try
and overthrow Marchello's
regime of tyranny. They
assembled on the front lawn of
the chancellor's house and
started throwing empty beer
cans at the house still occupied
by the ex-Chancellor. After
about two minutes Marchello 's
Marshmallows arrived in their
tanks and attacked the Board
Reps, killing 11 of them and
arresting the other 4.
Sunday was a busy day for the
ex-Chancellor and his merry
band of men. After the attempt
on his life Saturday night,
Marchello decided that more
security measures were needed
in order to protect his life. First
of all he ordered the remaining
B&G boys to dig a 30 foot wide
moat around the chancellor's
house and to fill it with
crocodiles and pirranhas. He
also decided that he needed his
own personal security force, but
he was perplexed about who he
should get. At first, he thought
about the guys in ROTC, but
decided against them because
several communist spies had
probably
infiltrated
that
organization and made it
corrupt. Finally, after a great
deal of thought, he decided to
try and persuade the Iranian
students on the UMR campus to
be his personal army .
The Iranian students were
very excited about being a part
of Marchello's revolution but
they decided to make sure that
they made some personal gains
during the uprising. They
agreed to be the ex-Chancellor's
personal army, which was
called SAFAWCG (Student
Army For A Wild and Crazy
Guy), but Marchello had to
agree to their four terms. The
first one was to dump 400,000
tons of imported sand in the

Marchello Appointed Police Chief

Quad and to renam e it the.
" Hassan
Ahjar
Memorial
Desert". The second and third
term s of the agreement were to
replace the hockey puck with a
25 foot tall pyramid and to
replace the St. Patrick statue in
the library with a statue of
Ayatollah Khomeini. Finally
Marchello agreed to buy each
member of SAFAWCG his own
personal Trans-Am security car
complete with flashing lights, a
police radio and a siren.
Sunday afternoon the exChancellor had his first meeting
with SAFAWCG . He ordered
them to find Latimer if it was
the last thing they did and he
even agreed to import 5
" tracking camels" direct from
Egypt to help them in their
search. He also told them to
"put a hit" on Godfather'S in
order to eliminate all of the
Mafia men of Rolla 's underworld.
Sunday evening, the first
attempt of SAFAWCG to
eliminate
the
underworld
in
the
bosses
resulted
destruction of a building in
downtown Rolla . Apparently
the Iranian students got Godfa ther's mixed up with Grandfather 's Tobacco House, which
J UST happened to be in the '
same building as Scolt's Book
Store. A little later, another
building several blocks to the
north exploded, and it turned
out not to be Godfaiher;s but
the Campus Book Store. !\Il''''
two rather unsuccessful attempts, Dudley Cress, the exChancellor's right hand man ,
decided to cancel the order
before
the
mpmbers
of
SAFAWCG blew up another
building
like
the
Chancellor's house or the Rolla
Police Station .
While his haphazard henchmen were out destroying
downtown Rolla, Marchello was
holding the trial of the 4 Board
Reps charged with attempted
assassination and possession of
an alcoholic liquid. After a short
trial 14.779 seconds to be exact,
they were pronounced guilty on
both charges and received the
death sentence. But nobody
could say Marchello was unfair
because he gave them a choice
on how they were to be
executed : firing squad, public
hanging, eating a meal in Rayl
Hall or the electric chair. After
a short
period of private
discussion, they chose plan 5,
being drowned in ALICE .
Unfortunately,
the
exChancellor didn't like this idea
and sentenced them to be
hanged Monday at dawn in the
center of the Hassan Ahjar

Memorial Desert (the Quad).
Monday turned out to be a day
which will last in infamy
forever at · UM R. First, the 4
Board Reps were hanged at
dawn and then later in the
mor ning, Marchello cut the
ribbon to officially open the
University Bookstore in the Old
Student Union. originally, it
hadn't been scheduled to open
until the Fall semester because
of stocking problems, but they
seemed to have plenty of books
and materials in stock at the
grand opening. In fact, it seems
that everything was fuller thanit should have been. It almost

seemed as if they had enough
books and supplies to completely stock TWO book stores.
Wh ile the morning was "bad
news " , the afternoon tu rned out
to be even worse. F irst of all ,
one of the fraternities on frat
row held a TBIM (Too Bad II's
Monday ) toga par ty and when
the ex-chancellor heard about
it, he phoned the house and said
that if it wasn 't stopped by 4
o'clock. he would have to use his
bomb to stop it. At 4 o'clock the
party was still going and a
small plane flew overhead and
dropped the bomb. Fortunately,
" Marchello's Marshmallows"

had very bad aim and hit the
General Services building instead of the frat house.
Although none of the students
were· hurt in the bombing, the
party broke up very quickly.
By Tuesday, most of the
students at UMR had settled
down and everyone was getting
used to life under the Marchello
regime. But the Police Chief
was still worried about one
thing : Where was Ed Latimer?
Since the ex-Chancellor had
captured all of his other
enemies, Ed the Ed was the
only person left who could stop
thl! fx-Chancellor's tyranny ... .

The affirma'fh of a nuClear bomb tnat exploded on top of the Oeneral Services Building
out by fraternity row. The bomb, ordered by Rolla Police Chief Marchello in an eHort to
break up a toga party, missed its target of fraternity row and crashed into the G.S.
Building.
(Photo by Seck)
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No Nevvs Is Good Nevvs
UMRStudent Injured In
Dorm Hazing Incident

The occupants of House E,
RHA, have been ordered to
move off campus as a result of a
recent hazing incident which
left a freshman resident of the
dorm in a comatose condition.
Only eight residents of the
house were exonorated in the
case, as their alibis were
,,.,
substantiated . by responsible
citizens of the community,
namely I.wo bartenders and a
bouncer. Several of the accused
attempted to prove their in·
Featuring this year's best from under
nocence by stating that they
the feet of our expert migrant workersl were in class at the time of the
inCident, but the testimony of
the faculty members involved
was not believed to be reliable,
and they were therefore guilty.
The injured student, John N.
Erdt, 18, of BIrd City, Kansas,
~
SevenMilesOutHwy.21
was found wandering through
either St. James, Salem , or
Vichy, (Sources tend to contradict each other on this
subject)
mumbling
in·
coherently. He was fi rst '
reported to be suffering from
severely fractured fingernails,
Good for o n e ba r of Soap with every
but the extent of his injuries
was later found to be an
$10.00 purchase. Pets are welcome
ingrown toenail.
Upon
inquiry,
officials
discovered that Erdt had
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I com pIa ined of a pain in his
'"'
pinky, and an upperclassman,

Wol1aWinery

Also: SourGrapesBrandy
Persimmon Pink Champagne

GRUBI-GROCER'
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taking advantage of his
gullibility, had maliciously
directed him to the infirmary.
None of the other parties
present at the time warned the
innocent victim of his danger,
thus becom ing liable as accessories to the offense. As a
result of their callous behavior,
the life of this brilliant and
promising Computer Science
major was blighted.
Upon arriv'al at the infirmary, John N. Erdt was
. treated for common cold,
scarlet fever, malaria, syphilis,
and Asian flu; his
appendix
and the remains of his tonsils
were removed ; and then he was
bled, cauterized, given two
aspirin and a handful of darfon,
told to report to Phelps County
Hospital for X-rays, and come
back in the morning. He appeared to be somewhat dazed
upon leaving, but otherwise in
good
condition.
Erdt 's
movements could not be traced
from that time until he was
picked up in SI. James, Salem',
or Vichy, wearing a studded
leather
collar,
making
growling
noises
through
clenched teeth, in which he
carried the remains of a small
paper envelope, and crawling
on hands and knees. He is

presently unconscious in the
Rolla pound.
When asked what Auxzink
intends to do about the nowalmost-empty dorm, in light of
certain rash statements about
" maximum use of facilities. "
an administrator of that
department replied, " We've
had several proposals along
!.hat line, and we've just been
waiting for an opportunity like
!.his one. The remaining
stUdents are being moved into a
building on the corner of State
and Eleventh, which I believe is
or will soon be vacant, and the
space leased to a public
relations firm with a very good
disreputation, for much higher .
rates than we can stick the
stUdents with."
When asked if such an
arrangement
might cause
controversy, this reporter was
told, "I don ' t see why anyone
would object. It would be very
convenient for a lot of people to
have such an enterprise so close
to campus, Also, there should
be a lot of cash flow, and we
should be able to get a good cut
since there's no way they're
going to take us to court, and
what are we here for if not to
make money? We might even
payoff the UnIversity Center."
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Let the fresh air inl

Curators Fire
UMR Chancellor
By PAUL BRAUN
Last Thursday, the University of Missouri Board of
Curators fired UMR Chancellor
Joseph M. Marchello. While this
move·came as a big surprise to
most people, it was viewed as a
long overdue blessing from
above by many of, the students
and faculty of UMR.
When Marchello initially
received the news of his firing,
he became VERY upset and
entered a temper tantrum
which lasted about two and a
half hours. After this display of
his' emotions, he phoned the
Chairman of the Board of
Curators and asked why he was
removed from the post of
Chancellor of UMR. According
to a very reliable source, the
Chairman simply replied, "You
don't have to understand it, just
accept it!"
After his conversation with
the
Chairman,
Marchello
decided to seek revenge for his
banishment from UMR. First,
he and several university
policemen, who ' were completely faithful to the exChancellor, Invaded the nuclear
reactor on campus and stole 64
pounds
of
high
grade
plutonium. Then, later Thursday evening, they kidnaped
three UMR physics professors
and their famllles, and then
forced the professors to construct three small atomic
bombs.
, Friday morning, Marchello
called Rolla's Mayor McFarland and threatened to use
one of his bombs on Rolla unless
she, and the city council made
him the Rolla police chief by

6L61 '67: q;)Jew ',{epSJnq.t

Friday afternoon at 5:00 p.m.
Unfortunately
Mayor
McFarland and the city council
couldn't come up with any
solutions which had a good
chance of success and were
forced to . appoint ex-UMR
Chancellor Marchello as Police
Chief Marchello.
The first move Marchello
made as police chief was to call
for the arrest of about 45 people
for treason against the United
States. These people included
the mayor of Rolla, the members of the Rolla City Council,
the entire Rolla police force,
and about 20 other people on the
ex-Chancellor's "black list."
Also, he hired, all of the
university police officers and
about 115 B&G boys as the new
officers for the Rolla Police
Department.
As the word got out that a
massive round-up was taking
place, anyone who thought they
might be on the list went into
hiding.
Unfortunately,
the
police tracking dogs were not as
stupid as their human counterparts and by late Friday
evening, 44 out of the 45
"wanted felons" were in the
Rolla City Jail. The only person
who was not captured in the
intensive search was Ed
Latimer, Editor of the Miner,
who was in hiding in an empty
storage tank at the Bow Wow
Dog Food plant.
Saturday morning, Police
Chief Marchello went on the
local
radio
stations
and
declared martial law in Rolla
and all areas within 5 miles of
it. He said that start'ing at 9:00
a.m. Saturday, the streets of
Rolla would be "made safe for
the upright citizens of Rolla" by
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his troops who would patrol the
streets in tanks from the
National Guard Armory . Also
all troops were armed with M16s and hand grenades and were
(cont_ on next page)

UMRNazis
Arrested
By ED LATIMER

BULLETIN
The word has just been
received that several high
the
administrators
of
University of Missouri-Rolla
been
arres'ted
for
have
suspicion of being involved with
the Nazi party in Germany
during World War II .
Names were not disclosed,
but the list held the names of
forty people who were said to be
guilty of genocide charges.
Campus police, the arresting
authority, said it had been
working on the case for quite
some time. Responded the
pOlice chief for campus police,
"We've had several small clues
for a long time, but couldn't
piece everything together until
now." When asked what some
of these clues were, the chief
responded, "Oh, nothulg that
we could really put our hands
on. There was the guy who had
a Nazi pen and pencil set on his
desk, one person who wore
swastikas on his underwear, yet
another Derson was found with
pictures of famous Jewish leal:I~NIPl Il:IflOSSIPl

ders on his dartboard . Then
there was the one professor who
took an old German luger to the
Jewish Students Association
meeting and blew three of them
away, one person who kept
insisting on calling his boss
Hitler, the one guy who called
the administration the Third
Reich and had a swastika armband - you know, nothing
really physical that we could
lay our hands on."
The campus police chief said
that the arrests were made now
because anti-Semitism feelings
were running particularly high
and most of the former Nazis
were
caught
with
their
guard down. Anti-Semitism
feelings peaked when the entire
ROTC
squad,
apparently
converts to the Nazi way of
thinking,
broke
into
the

National Guard's Armory and
stole three tanks, which were
used up on the quail 'to exterminate Jews. One convicted
Nazi didn't like the ROTC's
methods, stating that "this was
the type of thing that gave Nazis
a bad name," After the exterm ination all the Nazis
gathered together and raised a
Nazi flag over the hockey puck.
MealfWhile,
Investigation
shows that several professors
had been deliberately flunking
Jewish students for years, including one crazed professor
who thought that everybody
was a Jew and had flunked
everybody in all of his classes
for the last thirteen semesters.
The
administration
has
already begun replacement of
these officials, hoping to find
better people for the jobs.

